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Abstract

Short-term traffic flow forecasting is an important aspect of the ITS as traffic prediction can alleviate congestion, which causes drivers to incur a longer traveling time and economical loses. In addition, traffic congestion increases the pollution and the fuel usage. Thus, it is one of the severe problems in Metropolitan areas. Further, in tunnels the forecasting may help scheduling the ventilation fans. This way, the ventilation cost might be decreased while the air quality increased. Additional aspect of traffic prediction is that it may enable the drivers to plan their departure time and traveling path, as they possess the predictive information. In this paper, we survey the different techniques used for traffic forecasting, the input data for these techniques, the output provided by them, as well as some general insights.

1 Introduction

As already stated in the abstract, short-term traffic flow forecasting is an important aspect of the ITS [48]. In addition, traffic forecasting can be very beneficial to drivers (save time and money), to the environment (decrease pollution) and even to the authorities (decrease ventilation costs in tunnels) [26, 37].

Without traffic prediction, one can only deduce about the future traffic conditions according to the current traffic conditions, which is not an accurate deduction [7]. The prediction process may rely on historical data, current data, or both, to forecast the traffic in some interval or time period in the future.

As for the nature of the traffic flow, several works have claimed that traffic tends to exhibit chaotic behavior, especially in the developing world [34] and during congestion [44]. Yet, there are other evidences that show that traffic conditions data is characteristically stochastic, and not chaotic, suggesting that it can be modeled and predicted by stochastic predictors. Different approaches were proposed for traffic prediction including ones that are based on time series models [7, 33, 35, 46], Kalman filter theory [26, 39], Markov chain model [56], non-parametric methods [8, 36, 58], simulation models [14], local regression models [17, 43, 47], fuzzy-neural approach [55], sequential learning [12], ATHENA model [32], spectral analysis [37, 45], Bayesian networks [9, 48], and neural networks [19, 20, 22, 25, 27]. Some works combine several techniques and as the following survey [16] suggests, there is no technique that clearly outperforms the other techniques. Thus future works should consider combinations of the techniques or selecting a technique according to some circumstances. Many of the approaches proposed provide traffic forecasting that ranges from 5 minutes to 1 hour. However there are techniques and systems that can make longer prediction. For instance, the INRIX [4] predicts future traffic up to a year a head.

Different works consider different factors that might influence the traffic, such as weather conditions, holidays, special events, etc. In addition, sometimes missing data is considered. An additional factor noticed when considering the traffic on some link is the traffic on adjacent roads [48].

The sources of the data used for prediction include Traffic Management Bureaus, loop detectors, sensors and controllers placed on the roadways, video cameras, GPS-enabled vehicles, mobile devices and data originated by people. Section 2 presents the input data used for traffic prediction, while section 3 presents the sources of the data. Some works also addressed the architecture of the system and considered communication resources. This issue is
addressed in section 5. We also provide a taxonomy of different techniques used for prediction in section 4 as well as few comparative works. In section 6 we outline the different forecasting horizons proposed by the techniques. This survey differs from the survey in [16] as it addresses also the input of the process as well as some general insights and system architectures. Another comprehensive survey is [51]. Our survey differs from this survey, as it covers also more recent works. In addition, we cover the sources of input data and some architecture issues not mentioned in [51].

Note that a large number of acronyms are used in this survey. A table of acronyms used is available in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>Artificial neural network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARIMA</td>
<td>Autoregressive integrated moving average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEM</td>
<td>Competitive expectation maximization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DGLM</td>
<td>Dynamic generalized linear model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EKF</td>
<td>Extended Kalman filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM</td>
<td>Expectation maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>Expert network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Exponential smoothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAR</td>
<td>Full autoregressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>Fuzzy logic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FNM</td>
<td>Fuzzy-neural model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMM</td>
<td>Gaussian mixture model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GN</td>
<td>Gate network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITS</td>
<td>Intelligent transportation system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-NN</td>
<td>K nearest neighbor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGP</td>
<td>Linear genetic programming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>Moving average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>Multilayer perceptron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPC</td>
<td>Model predictive control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTL</td>
<td>Multi-task learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>Neural network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAR</td>
<td>Subset autoregressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SARIMA</td>
<td>Seasonal ARIMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STL</td>
<td>Single task learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTN</td>
<td>Urban traffic network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAR</td>
<td>Vector Auto Regressive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Acronyms table

2 Input Data

Some works use only current traffic conditions (for instance, Random Walk Forecast [7]), others take into account only historical data (for instance, [54] addresses the short-term traffic condition forecasts at a fixed location in the network, based only on previous observations at the forecast location), while [14, 40, 47] integrate historical and current data. A comparison between the use of only historical data and the use of both historical and real-time data for rule construction is made in [29]. The addition of real-time data gave some marginal performance improvement. However, some circumstances that might have caused this improvement to be marginal are noted.

There are works that are based on time series models, for instance [35] and ARIMA. In time-series modeling, one attempts to predict the value of a variable based on a series of past samples of the variable at regular intervals.

In [37] it is noted that 17 days are optimal for the prediction. [48] addresses the possibility of incomplete data and is designed to cope with it. In addition, [48] combines information from adjacent and current roads.

Some works address the seasonal, surrounding and time differences. For instance, [37, 42, 45, 46] consider only
### Considered factors when performing traffic prediction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Considered factor</th>
<th>Works</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Different week days</td>
<td>[14], INRIX [4]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week days versus week ends</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calendar and time information</td>
<td>JamBayes project [21]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different time periods during the day</td>
<td>[45], [46]</td>
<td>The daily data in these works is divided into 6 separate time periods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holidays</td>
<td>INRIX [4], [23], [52]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seasonal differences</td>
<td>[14], INRIX [4]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather</td>
<td>JamBayes project [21], INRIX [4], [23]</td>
<td>For instance, INRIX [4] which uses some of the techniques and tools developed in the JamBayes project, considers special events, such as school schedules and concerts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special events</td>
<td>[14], INRIX [4]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sporting events</td>
<td>JamBayes project [21]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road constructions and accidents</td>
<td>INRIX [4]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed sources like shopping centers, home communities and car parks</td>
<td>[49]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Considered factors when performing traffic prediction

weekdays as the authors mention that the traffic on the weekends is different, while, [22] considers only business days. Table 2 summarizes the various factors and the works that consider them.

### 3 Sources of the Input Data

The data is obtained from various sources that include Traffic Management Bureaus, loop detectors, sensors and controllers placed on the roadways, video cameras, GPS-enabled vehicles, mobile devices and data originated by people.

[48] and [49] use data recorded by the Traffic Management Bureau of Beijing, which records vehicles per hour. In [27], which also gets the data in units of vehicles per hour (veh/h), the data used for analysis are the vehicle flow rates of discrete time series that are recorded every 15 min.

Loop detectors is a common source of data, used in [6, 12, 13, 14, 19, 37, 42]. [37] uses inductive loop traffic detectors, while in [6] they are located in an urban area.

[31] obtains the data from sensors placed on the roadways. In [50], data is collected from a data-collection point that is located on National Highway 107, Guangzhou, Guangdong, China. The data in [46] was originated in controllers installed at 144 locations of the down-town urban network. UK Highways Agency collected the data for [44] by using an incident detection and automatic signalling (MIDAS) system. In [11] a video camera was used and a manual count of the flow observations was made. INRIX [4], which provides traffic forecasts, utilizes hundreds of sources including GPS-enabled vehicles, mobile devices and road sensors. Microsoft’s Research Clearflow project, which followed the JamBayes project, [1] employs GPS data collected for over 5 years. This data was collected from volunteers, buses and paratransit vehicles. IBM Smarter Traveler traffic prediction tool [3] employs GPS monitoring and sensors located on the roads. Another IBM traffic prediction tool [2] uses real-time transportation data originated by people in cars, on trains and on buses that are moving in the city.
4 Forecasting Techniques

4.1 Bayesian networks

The conception and methodology of Bayesian networks is addressed in [48]. The advantages of the proposed model include an ability to create a Bayesian network to the traffic flow on a given road link in a given time, an ability to cope with incomplete data and good experimental results. For situations of incidents and accidents, it is mentioned in [48] that their approach might not be optimal and approaches for detecting abnormality might be applied. This work also uses GMM to depict the joint probability distribution between the data utilized for forecasting and the data to be forecasted. The CEM algorithm is used to estimate the parameters of GMM.

[9] estimates traffic flow, including origin-destination flow and link flow. It also addresses estimation updates upon receiving new information. The technique for traffic prediction presented in this work assumes that the origin-destination and link flows are capable of reproducing its real behavior and to construct a Gaussian Bayesian network employing the special characteristics of the variables of the traffic flow. This work states that Bayesian networks are powerful methods for the purpose of predicting traffic flows. A Bayesian network is also constructed in [21].

[49] addresses a spatio-temporal Bayesian network predictor. For the forecasting, the method employs all the spatial and temporal information from the traffic network. In order to select the most relevant input parameters the authors use the Pearson correlation coefficient. This work employs GMM and the CEM algorithm in order to approximate the joint probability distribution of the nodes in the Bayesian network (cause and effect nodes).

4.2 Simulation models

[14] uses on-line simulations into which a real-world data is incorporated. These simulations are based on a microscopic traffic flow model and can be done in real-time.

4.3 ATHENA model

[32] is based on statistical analysis of traffic volume profiles. This work presents a new method for traffic volume forecasting. A comparison of this model to a few other models will be described in section 4.6.

4.4 Neural networks

Some works address the use of NNs for forecasting. [19] discusses an object-oriented NN model that was developed for predicting short-term traffic conditions. This work, in contrast to some previous works, uses a dynamic NN architecture. In addition, due to the object-oriented approach, it is possible to model complex networks with a mixture of learning rules and processing element interactions. This modeling is difficult when using conventional NN paradigms. [25] depicts traffic volume forecasting with the help of decomposition and NN models. It also discusses updating the models in real time and the difference between multivariate and univariate time series models and conclude that both multivariate and univariate time series models reach the same accuracy level. The forecasting accuracy, by this work, is also not improved by increasing the number of input sources.

[22] describes the results of using a backpropagation NN algorithm in order to predict surface streets traffic flow in urban areas. NN methods that are based on a back-propagation algorithm have showed an ability to cope with complicated nonlinear predictions in several areas in previous studies. The model in this article uses a two-phase learning method (the first phase works on regular data, while the second addresses special cases and adapt to current situation).

[20] talks about reducing the size of NNs. This aspect is important as there is a large amount of possible input parameters and thus some NNs become impractical for implementation. The major difficulty is selecting the input parameters to the NN. This work states that a performance improvement might be achieved and that speed predictions are problematic. In addition, some phenomena like a single car traveling too fast or slow distort the training set (some ideas for solutions are suggested).

[12] aims to describe the application and performance of an alternative NN algorithm. This algorithm involves “sequential or dynamic learning” of the traffic flow process. It investigates the potential of neural neutral networks
for forecasting motor-way traffic both in normal and in incident conditions. Three networks were constructed. One dynamic network was trained by using all the data, another dynamic network was trained with data obtained around incidents only and "simple dynamic model", that also used data around incidents only. "Simple dynamic model" differs from the first two in its hidden units. While in the first two models, the hidden units are able to move when new data is processed, in the "simple dynamic model", once the first 5 hidden units are fixed, all the other hidden units have to distribute around them upon processing new data. "Simple dynamic model" performed better than the first two on different data sets that they were tested on.

[27] uses multitask learning based NNs. The advantage of this method is that it can improve the generalization of the network, thus increasing forecasting accuracy. In this work the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is selected to train the network. MTL that was used in this work, proved to be more accurate than STL and by this work, traditional NN approaches for traffic flow forecasting are usually STL.

4.5 Time-series models and ARIMA

According to [43], statistical time series models, for instance, ARIMA, try to depict the past by utilizing mathematical models and then employ this model to forecasting. The ARIMA model is not suited for missing information and data filling technique might be problematic as the situation is complex. [7] presents a parametric model for traffic condition short-term forecasts at a predefined location in the network. The forecast is only based on previous observations at the location of the forecast. This model is the seasonal autoregressive moving average process. It is noticed that this type of prediction model is not the only one needed in the next generation ITS. In addition, it is stated that fitted SARIMA models provide equations that can be used in order to produce single and multiple interval forecasts. Moreover, SARIMA models allow the use of Kalman filtering techniques for the self-tuning forecast model. It is also claimed that there is no theoretical interest in investigating high level nonlinear mapping approaches (for instance NNs). This claim is supported by comparison to forecasting produced by NN and based on a common data set.

[42] evaluates the performance of a subset of ARIMA modeling. The structure of the evaluated model is identical to the structure of ARIMA with fewer parameters in it. Better results were achieved by a subset of ARIMA used in the experiments in comparison to the full ARIMA model. A comparison was also made to the ES method model, FAR and SAR models and its performance was superior.

The focus in [46] is on producing time-series state space models that are flexible and explicitly multivariate. This method enables jointly considering data from different detectors, and is able to model a wide variety of univariate models (for instance, ARIMA). According to the observed results, it seems that different specifications are appropriate for different time periods. In addition it seems that the use of multivariate state space models may be successfully applied to an urban roadway system. The results were compared to those achieved from the ARIMA model and were found to be superior (in some cases of the prediction the state space model “collapsed” into an ARIMA model).

[33] develops time-series models for predicting future traffic volume on urban arterials. In order to assess the time-series models, the Box-Jenkins approach is employed. Within the several ARIMA models evaluated, the ARIMA model (0, 1, 1) proved to be the most suitable.

4.6 Combination of NN and ARIMA

The technique introduced in [52] uses a Kohonen self-organizing map, which is a type of NN, as an initial classifier that makes it easier to define classes. In addition, there is an individually tuned ARIMA model for each class. The introduced method is called KARIMA. The task separation made in this technique improves the forecasting and it preforms better than both a single ARIMA model and a backpropagation NN. The authors note that the ATHENA model outperformed ARIMA and a backpropagation NN. However, it is very complicated. Thus the experiments were made with models that are similar to ATHENA but contain different sub-components. The numerical performance eventually achieved by this work is comparable to the performance of ATHENA. The disadvantages of the proposed model include not yet validated long term robustness. In addition, over a long period of time, as conditions alternate, its performance will deteriorate. On the other hand, Kohonen map can be automatically retrained.

[10] compared and combined two models: ANN and ARIMA. In ANN events from the past are analyzed and patterns are concluded. With these patterns, forecasts are made. This work states that traditional architectures of ARIMA or ANN models assume previous patterns will continue into the future, and thus cannot be expected to give
good results if this assumption is not valid. Therefore, this work introduced a judgemental adjustment technique that affects correcting future events that are seldom and irregular. Experiments justified that the judgemental adjustment technique helped to reduce the prediction error. Additionally, the combination of basic ANN model and ARIMA model, performed better then the models separately. In this work, in contrary to other works, the ARIMA model performed better than ANN.

4.7 Kalman filtering theory

In [39], two models for predicting short-term traffic volume are presented. These models utilize the Kalman filtering theory. By [39], Kalman filtering is applicable to short term stationary or nonstationary stochastic phenomena and it yields good traffic prediction accuracy. The models were compared with UTCS-2 and performed better. A dynamic state-space model is shown in [26]. It is noted that the state-space model has several features that make it suitable for traffic network applications. Dynamic models predict the traffic flow by utilizing on-line roadside measurements of traffic flow. Kalman filter is placed on the top of the state-space model.

[53] presents a dynamic state-space model. It also uses the Kalman filter, while the state-space model, a multivariate stochastic process, is underlying the filter. The state-space model has several advantages including being random, having an explicit measurement error and its simple, and flexible structure, which is very profitable. The predictor is compared to naive predictor and the results are depicted.

4.8 Markov Chain model

[56] models the traffic flow as a high order Markov Chain. The method employs current and recent values of the traffic flow and describes the future value. This future value is described by transition probability which is approximated by the GMM whose parameters are acquired by the EM algorithm. As it is assumed that the predicted state has a probability distribution and both current state and most recent states determine the next state, Markov Chain seems to be very suitable. Moreover, experiments showed that this technique performs well.

4.9 Historical average

Historical average, by [43], performs the forecasting based only on the past values. Thus its ability to respond to unanticipated events and incidents is low. However, it is easy for implementation and it is a fast working model.

4.10 Nonparametric regression

Nonparametric regression according to [43] tries to find past events that had input values identical to the current state of the system (when the prediction is made). In order to forecast short term traffic flows [58] uses a K-NN based nonparametric regression. It also performs analysis of the effect caused by key factors’ settings in the model and makes suggestions about defining the state vector and choosing the forecasting method. Nonparametric regression, by this work, is an accurate method that has a strong transplant ability, while transcendental knowledge is not necessary in its data mining. In addition, its results are more accurate in unconventional road conditions. A comparison is made to BP NN and NPR is proven to be generally better.

[18] also suggests the k-NN method. For linear processes, this method is asymptotically as good as linear forecasters. However, it performs worse in comparison to them when nonlinearities appear. The presented method performed comparably, but not clearly better than a simple univariate linear time-series forecasts in a comparison made in this study. This work suggests that larger databases may have a good impact on the method’s accuracy and suspects that thin learning set used here made the model show no advantage in forecasting nonlinear transitions.

In [43], the following two models were discussed: back-propagation NN and nonparametric regression models, and compared to historical average and time-series models. For this purpose the four mentioned models were developed. Nonparametric regression gave the best performance. Moreover, its implementation was easy, and it is portable.

A nonparametric model based on using the kernel smoother for the autoregression function is presented in [36] for short-term traffic flow prediction. This model utilizes functional estimation techniques.
[47] proposes a local linear regression model for making short-term traffic prediction. Local linear regression can avoid boundary and cluster effects, and in the same time handle a wide range of data distributions. Local modeling methods are included in the nonparametric methods. In contrary to global models, local models are capable of learning locally. Simple local models can be used as building blocks to approximate a complex global function. The advantage of local models is that it can avoid negative interference exhibited by global models. Moreover, local models are real-time models. There is no need for reclassification of the data as these models can learn the functions from the infinite stream of training data. In addition, incorporation of exogenous variables to covariates is made easily with local models. Easy integration of traffic incidents, special events and other random factors can be made in the nonparametric prediction model. They can be integrated as exogenous variables if they are available. The method presented in [47] is compared to nonparametric approaches which are based on local constant regression (for instance the K-NN and kernel methods) and this work shows that the proposed method performs better.

4.11 Linear regression

[40] employs linear regression. This method is appropriate as the authors concluded that there is a linear relationship between any future travel time and the current status travel time. In addition this method is suitable for real time (the time consuming parts may be done offline).

4.12 Type-2 fuzzy logic

[29] proposes a method to forecast traffic that is base on type-2 FL. It produces prediction intervals instead of single forecast value. Moreover, as a by-product, this model yields time-dependent prediction intervals for forecasts in contrary to many other models that provide the user with a single forecast. The advantage of type-2 FL is its handling of uncertainties (including uncertainties in measurements and in the data used for parameters calibration). It is noted in the article that some simplifications were made and there is yet room for improvement and further research of this method.

4.13 Macroscopic model

[30] uses a macroscopic UTN model for traffic flow forecasting. In comparison to a microscopic model, the macroscopic model is less complex computationally. Thus, it is more suitable for short-term traffic forecast in real time. Additional advantage is that this model can cope well with a sudden huge change of the input traffic flow of the network. However, for a practical UTN a lot of parameters need to be fixed. Moreover, it is highly dependant on several factors, for example on detectors’ precision and on future flow input. In the simulations, the real traffic is simulated by a microscopic model, while the forecasting is made by the macroscopic UTN model.

4.14 Hybrid methods

Some works combine or explore separately several techniques. [16] addresses different traffic prediction methods and states that there seems to be no "best technique". Thus, future work should consider combining different techniques. [50] creates 3 time series (daily similarity-s1, weekly similarity-s2 and hourly time series-s3), each time series is treated by another model (MA for s1, ES for s2 and SARIMA model for s3). Afterwards the data is aggregated based on NN and a prediction is made (based on the NN model). The prediction of the different models is also used as an input to the aggregation and NN phase. It is noted in this work that several works have shown that combining few models often results in a better prediction accuracy. MA and ES have the advantage of quick low cost updates and accurate short-term prediction. On the other hand, their disadvantage is not coping well with trend or seasonality. ARIMA's disadvantage is that this model is preassumed to be linear, while NN are able to cope well with nonlinear modeling. This work attempts to use the strength of each method. Data aggregation enables to combine information from different models. However, its disadvantage is that accidents and nonrecurring congestion affects its accuracy. The possible solution proposed in this work is subject to additional study.

[55] attempts to predict the traffic flows in an urban street network by developing and using a FNM. Two models construct the FNM: GN and EN. GN used the fuzzy approach while classifying the input data of similar characteristics
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MPL</td>
<td>Predicts well</td>
<td>The structure of the network must be defined a priori. In addition, it has only final synaptic weights for obtaining the outcome in parallel. Moreover, the resulting prediction equations are complex and have long expressions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGP</td>
<td>LGP-based equations are simple, straightforward and can easily be manipulated in practical circumstances. There is a high level of interactivity between the user and the methodology. Also, LGP can differentiate relevant input data and irrelevant input data. It gives similar prediction performance as MPL.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>Has an explicit nature. The rules are written verbally.</td>
<td>A better understanding of the nature of the derived relationship between the interrelated input and output data is not provided, as there is no definite function to calculate the outcome using the input values. Concluding the fuzzy rules in this method is difficult.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Advantages and disadvantages of the MPL, LPG and FL models by [57]

...into clusters while the EN defines the input-output relationship in each cluster. Its advantage in comparison to the NN model is reduced training time. In addition, FNM was compared to a conventional NN model and performed better while converging much faster. This work also proposes an online rolling training procedure that is suitable for the proposed model due to its fast convergence. This training procedure improves the prediction quality.

[23] focuses on a quantificational method of dynamic factors from the perspective of nearness for traffic forecasting. It states that the dynamic forecasting model improvement should focus on the periodical changes in traffic flow while considering date types and characteristic times, as well as on the spatio-temporal law of traffic flow and on various external influences (for example, temperature, sunlight and visibility). This work also notices that ANNs can take into account some of the factors (e.g. visibility, sunlight and date type). The EKF-ANN algorithm is used here for traffic volume dynamic forecasting. This is because the EKF training algorithm is suitable for rapid calculation and to selecting dynamic samples.

[57] suggests the use of three techniques from the field of computational intelligence: LGP, MLP and FL. MLP is one of the most widely used ANN architectures. By utilizing these techniques, six different prediction models were developed. In the tests performed in the article for 5-minute and 30-minute intervals, the LGP and MLP models performed much better than the FL prediction models. The advantages and disadvantages of the proposed methods are summarized in Table 3. The disadvantages presented about MLP and FL limit their use by researchers. LGP behaves better and is clearly preferable in comparison with MLP and FL.

4.15 Other methods

[13] tests various VAR models and compares them to traditional models. In this work the authors notice that traffic data is correlated across space and time. One variable may be relevant to predicting another variable. It proves
that there were significant cross correlations among different traffic variables collected across very close locations at different time scales. Therefore, this work emphasizes the multivariate prediction of traffic variables. Some analysis are not possible in simple univariate formulations while they are possible in the VAR models. Another advantage of VAR estimation is its ability to estimate simultaneously several dependent variables (speeds, volumes, occupancies). In addition, it can provide a framework for estimating the influence of one variable on other variables. However, the accuracy of multivariate models at time scale larger than 15 minutes is questionable. VAR models in this work performed better than univariate ARIMA and SARIMA in 5 and 10 minutes prediction.

[11] explores the statistical nature of traffic flows aggregated at short time intervals and examines the potential of applying a DGLM to predicting such flows and providing prediction limit (it notes that other studies addressed only the prediction accuracy while ignoring the accuracy of the prediction limits). 3 methods are proposed for prediction bounds generating: Bayesian Predictive Distribution, F&S Asymmetric Error Distribution and Kalman Filter. It describes 3 prediction models based on: the Poisson distribution assumption, the negative binomial and the binomial distributions.

[41] mainly investigates MPC and more generally model-based control methods. Centralized MPC drawback is that its on-line computational complexity is significantly enlarged as the network becomes larger. Thus, increasing the prediction time and complicating the traffic model. [41] attempts to cope with this problem by utilizing a simplified traffic model. A simplified macroscopic model was established in this research. On the one hand, its advantages are reduced computing time, flexibility (it can handle different traffic scenarios and it has different cycle times). On the other hand, the accuracy is reduced (nevertheless, according to the simulation, the accuracy is rather sufficient for UTN control model). Additional methods that were not covered in this survey, are covered in [16]. In addition, this works divided the methods into three classes of Naive, Parametric and Non-Parametric methods.

4.16 Comparative analyses

Some works conduct a comparative analysis of several methods and depict the results.  
[24] evaluates several short-term congestion prediction methods, namely: Multi-Linear Regression, Time Series Analysis (more specifically ARIMA), MLPs which are NNs described in this work, RBF networks, which are also NN that have different network construction in comparison to MLPs, Self-Organising Maps which are a type of NN and fuzzy logic. Eventually the Self-Organising Maps was not presented in the comparison due to the large error productions. The conclusion about the remaining 5 methods, was that ARIMA, MLP, RBF and fuzzy logic gave almost similar performance, which was better than the performance of the MLR. The authors note that if they had to select a winner, RBP would be selected.

[28] describes Multiple regression, ARIMA, Kalman filtering technique and NN and compares their results in predicting short term travel speeds. The authors note that Kalman filtering technique and NN performed best. It is also noticed that the Kalman filtering results are superior to those of the NN. Nevertheless, the transferability of the NN is expected to be better than the transferability of the Kalman filtering technique.

[38] compares the predictive ability of 5 methods: linear regression, NNs, regression trees, k-NN, and locally-weighted regression. The concluded result is that linear regression gave very accurate results. Moreover, its memory resource consumption and computational power make it suitable for real-world applications. It is important to note that this work considers a univariate short-term prediction of road travel times and the data was taken from a single road segment. Thus the authors note that a more complicated relationship may appear between few road segments causing to non-linear methods to perform better when making multivariate prediction.

[15] states that NNs, as opposed to conventional time series analysis techniques, do not require the model to be pre-specified. In addition, it is claimed that while the ARIMA models have a more explicit structure, the development and incorporation into local code of NN models can be easier. The statistical models checked in this work include linear regression, discounted linear regression, classical Box-Jenkins techniques (ARIMA) and transfer functions. Among these models, ARIMA generally yielded the best results.

4.17 Comparison of parametric and nonparametric models for traffic flow forecasting

By [44], SARIMA is a parametric approach that statistically seems to yield better results than non-parametric. ARIMA models are based on stochastic system theory. [44] claims that the disadvantage of SARIMA models is that incorporating this model into a production system is time consuming and requires a profound expertise. Nonparametric
regression forecasting, on the other hand, is founded on chaotic system theory. Chaotic systems are defined by state transitions that are deterministic and non-linear. These state transitions are also ergodic and not periodic. It was previously reported that traffic flow shows chaotic behavior. Some of the implementation challenges of nonparametric regression include defining the distance metric for the nearness of historical events and current conditions, for a collection of nearest neighbors selecting a forecast generation method, etc. Theoretical foundation of nonparametric regression are a subject for examination in this research. Furthermore, it attempts to answer if predicting traffic flow of a single interval by using nonparametric regression (which is based on forecast generation methods improved by heuristics) approaches the performance of SARIMA models. An improvement was achieved in the performance of nonparametric regression by the heuristic forecast generation methods examined in this research. However, the achieved performance is yet not as good as the performance of SARIMA models. According to the authors, this strongly implies that traffic condition data is characteristically stochastic, and not chaotic. Nonparametric regression is applicable when ARIMA can not be implemented, as in this case they are preferable to naive forecast methods.

[8] also compares between the approaches. In this work, forecasts, comparable in their accuracy to SARIMA forecasts, are achieved by nonparametric regression based on a k-NN specification with adjusted and weighted output elements. [47] points that the basic difference between the two approaches is the assumption of the parametric approach that the model takes a form that can be represented by a finite number of parameters, while the nonparametric approach does not make such an assumption. Both [44] and [47] note that nonparametric methods are highly dependent on the size of the database. Larger databases enable these methods to have more patterns, thus making more accurate predictions.

5 Forecasting System Architecture

A distributed approach in which the central server performs various data mining tasks on historical data and sends the interesting patterns to the sensors is presented in [31]. The sensors in this work monitor and predict the coming traffic or raise alarms independently by comparing with the patterns observed in historical streams. These alarms about abnormal events are sent to other sensors in the relevant cluster. The amount of patterns stored on each sensor is rather small. The communication cost is also not high as there is a communication between the central server and a sensor only when an incorrect prediction is made.

[34], which does not deal with traffic prediction, presents TrafficSense for monitoring city road and traffic conditions (especially detecting bumps and potholes, braking, and honking). The work mainly focuses on sensing data performed by employing Smartphones and the sensors available on it. The data is afterwards sent to the server for aggregation. Smartphones enable monitoring without creating a specialized infrastructure and this work builds upon the growing ubiquity of mobile phones. The aspect of power consuming is also addressed. For instance, before sending data to the server, it is processed locally. In addition, there is an option to utilize the sensors in tendem. Monitoring is suitable also for roads in the developing world that has some additional constraints as road quality and chaotic traffic. In [21] there is a web service in which users can see the predictions made. It specifies when a relief is expected in congested roads, and on the other hand which roads are now free and will become congested. In addition, for mobile phone users it is noted that the system should be such that they can glance in quickly. The user can get alerts which he defines (for instance, when the route is likely to become congested in 30 minutes). This work also predicts situations that might surprise the user.

Mobile Millennium [5] is another research project that includes a pilot traffic-monitoring system that uses the GPS in cellular phones to gather traffic information, process it, and distribute it back to the phones in real time.

6 Output of the Process

Most works provide a prediction for up to an hour. [30, 48] provide a short term forecasting (determines the traffic in the next 5 minutes to half an hour). [19] predicts up to 15 minutes into the future (5 minutes into the future are predicted with high accuracy). [23] in its simulation checks short term prediction. In [57] 5-minute and 30-minute traffic flow predictions are made, while the performance of the 30-minutes predictions is better than the 5-minute prediction. In [22] on the other hand, the 5 minutes prediction is better than the 30 minutes prediction (as the 5
7 Insights about Traffic Prediction

[6] answers the question of the predictability of traffic in urban areas, and if it is predictable, at what levels. The answer provided by this work is that traffic does not vary during most months of the year and during weekdays and in this sense it is predictable. This work investigates the variation in different time resolutions (yearly, monthly, daily and time variations), in addition to spatial variation. It also checks the distributions in traffic flows, as this aspect is important in traffic simulations. It was generally noticed that urban area traffic flows are not normally distributed. However, there were some exceptions. [45] shows the need for parsimonious multivariate state-space models for short-term flow forecasting. It concludes that if considering data flows from different detectors together, much more information can be obtained, in comparison to separately considering each detector. For finding possible common cyclical components between two successive loop detectors, this work employed spectral analysis.

In [37] spectral analysis is also employed. It is used for time series analysis based on components of pre-computed eigenvector and current online data. This method is influenced strongly by the accuracy of the input data. The authors note that most of the errors are due to problems in data collection. The main drawback of the presented method is its lack of ability to account for fast unpredicted changes that are not represented in previous data (changes that are not seen in the covariance matrix). [7] notices that for time intervals exceeding some threshold (for example 15 minutes) univariate short-term predictions will be important and will give the most accurate forecast as when working with longer time intervals it will not be possible to theoretically establish and model stable correlation with other detection locations within the instrumented network.

8 Conclusions and Further Work

Traffic prediction, being an important aspect of ITS, was studies extensively and various techniques and improvements over them were proposed. However, there are yet some improvements and further work that can be done. [14] mentions that the driver reactions should be taken into account (this aspect has been addressed in few works, but these works are not about traffic forecasting). A large share of the works consider or test their work on freeways, while [23] states that the achieved prediction results can be used for controlling intersections, freeways, tunnels and parking lots. By [46] it seems that traffic flow in signalized urban arterials cannot be predicted, at least in the short-run, as accurately as flow in urban freeways. In addition, it is mentioned in this work that there is a necessity to develop new approaches that are able to capture boundary conditions of traffic behaviour. [12] notices that the technique they presented might be implemented using on-line data. Thus, the convergence time of different models should be considered. Another suggested improvement in [12] is to adjust the model to a potential end user instead of using a purely statistically base function. [13] states that additional research of VAR models in higher time scales (30-60 minutes) is needed.

Among the many different techniques proposed for traffic prediction, it is rather difficult to determine a single method that clearly outperforms the rest. First, the methods are tested with specific data and a comparison to only a small number of techniques is made. Second, there are some contradicting results about one’s method superiority over the other (for instance, ARIMA model performed better than ANN in [10], while [10] states that other works concluded the opposite). [16] suggests that there is no technique that clearly outperforms the other techniques. Thus future works should consider combinations of the techniques or selecting a technique according to some circumstances. Indeed [50], which presents a method that combine several different techniques and is depicted more profoundly in 4.14,
notes that several works have shown that combining few models often results in a better prediction accuracy. This work also employs the NN method which, according to [16], was addressed in tens of works and possess the ability to model dynamic and non-linear processes well.
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